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Annual Report
College vision
The vision of Mennonite College of Nursing is to be a premier college of nursing dedicated to 
improving local and global health outcomes.
College mission
The Mennonite College of Nursing at Illinois State University creates a dynamic community of 
learning to develop exceptionally well-prepared nurses who will lead to improve health outcomes 
locally and globally. We promote excellence in teaching, research, service, and practice with a 
focus on the vulnerable and underserved. We are committed to being purposeful, open, just,  
caring, disciplined, and celebrative.
About us
Mennonite College of Nursing (MCN) became Illinois State University’s sixth academic college 
on July 1, 1999. The rich heritage of MCN began in 1919. For more than 90 years the primary 
mission has been to prepare professional nurses by providing excellence in nursing education. 
This mission continues at Illinois State University. MCN has offices in Edwards Hall, Uptown 
Crossing, and the Nursing Simulation Laboratory. Student classrooms are located across campus.
Accreditation
Accredited degree programs: baccalaureate and master’s
 Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education 
 One Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 530 
 Washington, D.C. 20036
 Phone: (202) 887-6791 
 Fax: (202) 887-8476
Date of last review for both programs: April 2007 
Both programs accredited through: December 31, 2017 
Next review for both programs: Spring 2017
Contact us
Illinois State University
Mennonite College of Nursing
Campus Box 5810
Normal, IL 61790-5810
Phone: (309) 438-7400 
Email: mcninfo-l@IllinoisState.edu
Visit us at
Nursing.IllinoisState.edu
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A message from the dean
The 2012–2013 year was another year full of celebrations. Many of our 
faculty received university-level awards. Professor Denise Wilson and 
Instructional Assistant Professor Lynn Kennell received Outstanding 
University Teaching Awards, and Assistant Professor Sheryl Jenkins 
received the Research Initiative Award. 
Faculty recognized at the national level included Assistant Professor 
Steve Stapleton, who received the Illinois Board of Education Nurse 
Education Fellowship; and Assistant Professor Teresa Valerio, who received 
the 2013 Nurse Practitioner State Award for Excellence from the American 
Association for Nurse Practitioner. These are phenomenal achievements, 
and they exemplify our values of excellence. Please see page 26 for all of the awards and honors 
our faculty and staff received last school year. 
I am thrilled to announce that the Doctor of Nursing Practice program was 
approved in April! We enrolled 12 students who began the program over the 
summer. We also graduated our first Ph.D. in nursing student—the new “Dr.” 
Kari Hickey. She successfully passed her dissertation in April, and joined the 
graduates in the May ceremony. 
Part of our strategic plan is to strengthen our national profile. Our faculty 
continues to present at conferences nationally, as well as worldwide. Within the 
U.S. this past year, MCN faculty presented their papers at 47 conferences nation-
wide. Internationally, faculty presented in Hungary, Malaysia, Brazil, and Russia. 
In 2013 the Midwest Nursing Research Society (MNRS) was held in Chicago, 
and we had many faculty, undergradu-
ate and graduate students present.  
 This past year, we held a “World 
Café” with many of our clinical part-
ners. They shared their wisdom and 
identified strategic direction for prepar-
ing the nursing workforce of tomorrow.  
I can’t believe that I am starting my 
fifth year—we have had so much success 
because of incredible faculty, staff, stu-
dents, and supporters. MCN is truly a 
special place, and we would not be able 
to continue to grow without the gener-
ous support of our alumni, community 
partners, and friends. You have heard 
it before, but every gift DOES count and makes a difference! Thank you to all of our support-
ers—we would not be able to be where we are without you. Stay tuned. There is SO much more 
to come!
Janet Wessel Krejci, Ph.D., RN, NEA-BC
Dean and Professor
Robert Wood Johnson Executive Nurse Fellow 2008–2011
American Council on Education (ACE) Fellow 2007–2008
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MCN faculty at the 2013 MNRS conference
Kari Hickey, MCN’s first 
Ph.D. in Nursing graduate
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MCN participates in exchange program with Brazil
In August 2012 Illinois State University was invited to visit three universities in Brazil to explore 
options for exchange programs. Representatives from the Provost’s Office, College of Business, 
College of Applied Science and Technology, and Mennonite College of Nursing (MCN) attended 
several meetings with the Universidade Estaduel de Londrina (UEL), Universidade Estaduel de 
Campinas UNICAMP, and Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sur (UFRGS) in Porto Alegre. 
During their initial trip to 
Brazil, MCN Dean Janet Krejci 
and Transcultural Faculty Director 
Lynn Kennell met with admin-
istrators and faculty from the 
nursing departments at each of 
the universities. In March, fac-
ulty members Edinêis de Brito 
Guiradello and Maria Isabel 
Pedreira de Freitas from the 
UNICAMP Nursing School vis-
ited MCN to engage in possible 
research collaborations with MCN 
faculty.  
MCN partnered with UEL and 
offered a Transcultural Experience 
in May where Kennell and six 
students spent two weeks learning 
about the health care delivery sys-
tem in Brazil, the nursing curriculum at UEL, and the people and culture of this Latin American 
country. 
“This was an amazing experience for our students,” said Kennell. “Our hosts and the faculty 
in Brazil went above and beyond welcoming us, and we learned so much about their culture, 
educational and health care 
systems. We look forward to 
future opportunities with UEL 
and the other universities in 
Brazil.”
During the spring 2014 
semester, a doctoral student 
from Unicamp is planning on 
conducting her research with 
MCN faculty. 
“This new relationship 
with Brazil will strengthen 
our Transcultural Program,” 
said Krejci. “It will develop 
the competencies our students 
need to become global  
citizens.”
4
Left to right: Epaminondas Rosa (College of Arts and Sciences and Provost’s Office), Rita Bailey 
(Provost’s Office), Barbara Ribbens (College of Business), Nádina Aparecida Moreno (president 
reitoria of UEL), Janet Krejci (MCN), Jeff Wood (College of Applied Science Technology), Lynn 
Kennell (MCN)
MCN’s first transcultural trip to Brazil
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Undergraduate program highlights
MCN’s undergraduate program thrived in the 2012–2013 year. The focus of the Nursing 
Simulation Lab (NSL) was on further enhancing simulation competencies for faculty. Associate 
Professor Susan Kossman is leading a team to elevate and to evaluate 
simulation pedagogy in the lab. 
The new B.S.N. plan of study was implemented in fall 2012, with 
114 freshman nursing students and 38 transfer students entering the 
program directly from high school. Students and parents are thrilled 
that students are admitted directly into MCN’s program. 
The Prelicensure Curriculum Committee and the RN-B.S.N. 
Curriculum Committee spearheaded an analysis review of MCN’s 
program outcomes. The outcomes were refined based on input from 
clinical partners to facilitate more clarity in implementation and 
evaluation, and also to align more closely with health care trends and 
accrediting body guidelines. MCN’s values remain constant.    
Faculty have made great improvements in the RN-B.S.N. sequence 
to align with clinical partner expectations. This past summer three 
faculty members attended the Center for Teaching, Learning, and 
Technology online design course, integrating innovative and creative 
approaches to enhance student learning in an online environment.  
The 15-month accelerated sequence group graduated August 9, 
2013, and 18 new students began May 20, 2013. We love the diversity 
of experiences these second-degree students bring. They are highly 
motivated and extremely talented.
In fall 2012, we instituted a Peer Tutoring program with senior 
nursing students tutoring peers in specific content areas. The peer tutors demonstrate a high 
level of motivation in their course work and are eager to assist other students. This is part of our 
Success Plan and coordinated by Instructional Assistant Professor Gail Petro. 
Dianne Clemens, M.S.N., RN
Assistant dean for undergraduate programs
1.   A provider of compassionate, 
patient-centered care who 
demonstrates a commitment 
to cultural and spiritual 
diversity, caring, and advocacy 
in promoting improved health 
capacities for individuals, 
families, and communities 
across a continuum of care 
settings
2.   A steward of resources who 
adapts to human, financial, 
material, and regulatory realities 
to coordinate innovative, 
effective, quality care
3.   An empathic communicator 
who effectively manages health 
information and evolving 
communication technologies to 
improve care coordination in 
meeting care outcomes
4.   A collaborator who coordinates 
care activities among interpro-
fessional members of the health 
care team to impact health out-
comes of individuals, families, 
and communities 
5.   An evolving clinical thinker 
who uses theory, observation, 
evidence, leadership skills and 
practice experience to improve 
the health of individuals, 
families, and communities
6.   An entry-level generalist who 
integrates knowledge and 
skills from a liberal education 
in applying evidence-based 
solutions to health issues 
to promote wellness for 
individuals, families, and 
communities
Program outcomes—as of May 2013
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Graduate program highlights
We have lift off! The online Doctor of Nursing Practice (D.N.P.) program is a go! We not only 
received approval in April from the Illinois Board of Higher Education but enrolled our first 
cohort. That impressive group of students began classes June 17. With talented faculty under the 
guidance of D.N.P. program leader Teresa Valerio and a highly motivated group of students, we 
anticipate great success with this first cohort.
The D.N.P. prepares nurses with a blend of clinical, organizational, economic, health care 
improvement, and leadership skills to serve as clinical and administrative leaders in health care 
systems. D.N.P.-prepared nurses may also serve as educators in a variety of settings. MCN’s 
D.N.P. is a post-master’s online program. The program is based on national accreditation guide-
lines and is focused on nurse practitioners, nurse anesthetists, nurse midwives, clinical nurse 
specialists, and nurse administrators; however, we will customize plans of study for any student 
with a master’s degree in nursing to accomplish the D.N.P.
Our other graduate programs continue to flourish. We admitted our seventh Ph.D. cohort 
this fall, bringing the number of Ph.D. students to 30! Two Ph.D. students have successfully 
defended their dissertations, and we expect that number to rise sharply over the next academic 
year. The M.S.N. program is fully enrolled with more than 80 students spread among the family 
nurse practitioner and nursing systems administration sequences. 
Attracting a diverse and talented student body is essential for strengthening our graduate 
programs. The Human Resources and Services Administration recently awarded the college a 
second year of funding for the Advanced Education Nurse Traineeship grant. In spring 2013, 
under the direction of Denise Wilson, the grant provided scholarships and stipends to 58 family 
nurse practitioner students. 
I continue to be amazed at our graduate student’s accomplishments. They juggle graduate 
school with work, family, and other obligations. The Mennonite College of Nursing is grateful 
that these students have chosen to come here, and we take seriously our responsibility to pro-
vide a high quality educational experience. 
Caroline Mallory, Ph.D., RN
Graduate Program coordinator
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Approval of the 
DNP Program 
by the MCN 
Graduate 
Program and 
Curriculum 
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DNP program 
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School 
April 2012 
DNP program 
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ISU Faculty 
Senate 
July 2012 
 DNP Program 
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ISU Board of 
Trustees 
April 2013 
Approval of the 
DNP granted 
by Illinois 
Board of 
Higher 
Educa on 
May 2013   
DNP 
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Opens 
June 2013 
First DNP 
Cohort 
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August 2016 
An cipated 
First DNP 
Graduates 
Faculty  
and staff
Fall 2013
Administration
Janet Wessel Krejci, Ph.D., RN, 
NEA-BC, dean and professor
H. Catherine Miller, Ed.D., RN, CNE, 
associate dean, Academics
Caroline Mallory, Ph.D., RN, 
associate dean, Research; 
coordinator, graduate program; 
professor
Dianne Clemens, M.S., RN, 
assistant dean, undergraduate 
program; instructional assistant 
professor
Janeen Mollenhauer, M.S. ’91, 
LCPC, assistant dean, Office of 
Student and Faculty Support
Full-time faculty
Charlene Aaron, M.S.N. ’06, RN-BC, 
assistant professor
Kim Astroth, Ph.D., RN, assistant 
professor
Kim Buck, M.S.N., RN, instructional 
assistant professor
Mary Cranston, M.S.N., RN, 
instructional assistant professor; 
public health course leader, 
America’s Promise Project 
Schools
Mary Dyck, Ph.D., RN, LNHA, 
associate professor
Marcena Gabrielson, B.S.N. ’01, 
M.S.N. ’03, Ph.D., RN, assistant 
professor
Elaine Hardy, Ph.D., RN, assistant 
professor
Rachael Hudgins, B.S.N. ’99, M.S.N., 
RN, instructional assistant 
professor; course leader, 
Maternal Infant Nursing
Dave Jansen, M.S.N., RN, 
instructional assistant professor
Sheryl Jenkins, ’81, B.S.N. ’93, 
Ph.D. ’05, APN, ACNP, associate 
professor
Cathi Kaesberg, M.S.N., RN, CNS, 
instructional assistant professor; 
coordinator, Success Plan 
Sheri Kelly, M.S.N., RN, instructional 
assistant professor
Lynn Kennell, M.S., RN, 
instructional assistant professor; 
pediatric course leader and 
transcultural faculty advisor, 
America’s Promise Schools 
Project 
Cindy Kerber, Ph.D. ’01, APN, CNS, 
associate professor
MyoungJin Kim, Ph.D., assistant 
professor; college statistician
Susan Kossman, Ph.D. ’03, RN, 
associate professor
Shelly Malin, Ph.D., RN, NEA-BC, 
Advocate BroMenn Endowed 
Professor; project director, 
America’s Promise Schools 
Project
Cindy Malinowski ’83, B.S.N. 
’89, M.S.N., RN, instructional 
assistant professor
Nanette Marx, M.S., RN, CNE, 
instructional assistant professor; 
coordinator, clinical practice 
Blanca Miller, M.S.N., RN, 
instructional assistant professor; 
member, PROUD Project Team-
academic enhancement
Kathleen Morris, M.S.N., RN, 
instructional assistant professor
Nancy Novotny, Ph.D., RN, CNE, 
assistant professor
Teresa Novy, B.S.N. ’03, M.S.N. ’09, 
RN-BC, instructional assistant 
professor
Jamie Penrod, M.S.N., RN, 
instructional assistant professor
Gail Petro, APN, CNP, instructional 
assistant professor
Carla Pohl, D.N.P., CNM, assistant 
professor
O. Ed Reitz ’82, B.S.N. ’94, M.S. ’85, 
M.B.A. ’89, Ph.D., RN, NEA-BC, 
assistant professor
Steve Stapleton, Ph.D., RN, CEN, 
assistant professor
Deb Stenger ’73, B.S.N. ’01, M.S.N. 
’06, RN, CNL, instructional 
assistant professor
Teresa Valerio, M.S.N. ’03, D.N.P., 
APN, FNP-BC, CBSM, assistant 
professor; leader, D.N.P. 
program; faculty, FNP sequence; 
FNP, Illinois State University 
Student Health Services and 
Community Cancer Care 
Initiative team
Denise Wilson, Ph.D. ’92, APN, CNP, 
professor; sequence leader, FNP 
Wendy Woith, Ph.D., RN, associate 
professor
Part-time faculty
Sarah Allen, M.S.N., RN
Susana Calderon, M.S.N., RN
Kim Chacon, M.S.N., RN
Renell Composto, M.S.N., RNC
Ardell Deckert, M.S.N., RN
Wanda Ellenburg, M.S.N., RN
Joanne Guymon, M.S.N., RN
Denise Hammer, M.S.N., RNC-NIC
Jennifer Holmes, M.S.N., RN-BC
Peggy Jacobs, D.N.P., APN, RNC, 
CNN
Jessica Jenkins. M.S.N., APN, 
NNP-BC
Diane Johner ’74, M.S.N., RN
Susan Kaufman ’81, M.S.N., RN
Kristin Kendricks, M.S.N., FNP-BC
Julie Kennedy, B.S.N. ’07, M.S.N., 
RN
Shannon Laesch, B.S.N. ’99, M.S.N., 
APN, ACNS-BC
Trisha Modeen, B.S.N. ’02, M.S.N., 
RN-BC
Ashley Neal, M.S.N., RN
Anne Neavor, M.S.N., RN
Beth Objartel, B.S.N. ’92, M.S.N. 
’06, APN, GNP-BC
Kelley Obringer, M.S.N., RN
Jessica Oester, M.S.N., RN
Kristine Papis, M.S.N., RN, CPN
Genny Petersen, B.S.N. ’98, M.S.N. 
’03, APN, CNP
Paula Porter, M.S.N., RN
Sandi Scheidenhelm ’80, M.S.N. 
’06, RN, NEA-BC
Kelly Schuler, M.S.N., CRN
Donna Schweitzer, B.S.N. ’90, 
M.S.N., CCNS, CCRN
Lorna Scoggins, M.S.N., RN, BC
Crystal Smith, M.S.N., APN, CNP
Deb Smith, D.N.P., RN, MBA, NEA-
BC, FAEN
Gina Sullivan, M.S.N., RN, CSN
Amie Walker, B.S.N. ’07, M.S.N., RN
M. Cecilia Wendler, Ph.D., RN, 
CCRN
Amy Yeates, M.S.N., RN
Adjunct faculty
Angela Bentley, M.S., RN
Kathleen Buckwalter, Ph.D., RN, 
FAAN
Sheila Bunting, Ph.D., RN
Trish Cunningham, M.S.N., RN
Uday Deoskar, M.D.
Keela Herr, Ph.D., RN, FAAN, AGSF
Holly Jirka, M.S.N., RN
Pam Lindsey ’82, B.S.N. ’85, DNSc, 
RN
Sharon Miller, M.S.N., RN
Leslie Montgomery, M.S.N., RN, 
CCRN
Kristi Olson-Sitki, M.S.N.
Marsha Reeves ’80, ’03
Nancy Semenza, Ph.D., RN
Staff
Isaac Akins ’00, M.S. ’10, associate 
director, Office of Information 
Technology
Lissa Bevins, administrative aide, 
Office of the Dean  
Chris Boicken ’89, office manager, 
Office of the Dean 
Jean Ann Dargatz, M.S.E.’04, 
assistant to the dean, Office of 
the Dean; project coordinator 
PROUD project team  
Diane Folken ’77, associate director 
of business and finance, Office 
of the Dean  
Keith Golden, technology 
specialist, Office of Information 
Technology  
Amy Irving ’91, associate director 
of public relations, Office of 
the Dean  
Nancy Jakubczyk Diller, M.S.W. 
’07, undergraduate academic 
advisor, Office of Student and 
Faculty Services
Susan Lynch, B.A., office manager, 
Office of Student and Faculty 
Services 
Diane Mather, MALS, science 
reference librarian, Milner 
Library 
Kelli McLean, extra help, Office of 
the Dean 
Melissa Moody, M.S. ’97, 
graduate academic advisor and 
transcultural coordinator, Office 
of Student and Faculty Services 
Jennifer Mool, B.S.N. ’01, M.S.N. 
’12, RN, coordinator, Nursing 
Simulation Lab  
Olanna Pullen ’97, M.S.E. ’07, 
outreach coordinator, PROUD 
Project Team  
Angel Seal, special projects 
assistant, PROUD Project Team  
Nancy Wagler, B.A., office support 
specialist, Office of Student and 
Faculty Services  
Jenny Ward, B.A., director, 
Development  
Tenna Webb, admission and 
records representative, Office of 
Student and Faculty Services 
Heather Winfrey-Richman ’00, 
assistant to the associate dean/
academics special project 
manager, Office of the Dean
New faculty  
and staff
Marcena Gabrielson, B.S.N. 
’01, M.S.N. ’03, Ph.D., RN, 
assistant professor
Keith Golden, technology 
specialist, Office of 
Information Technology  
Susan Lynch, B.A., office 
manager, Office of Student 
and Faculty Services  
Kelli McLean, extra help, Office 
of the Dean 
Kathleen Morris, M.S.N., RN, 
instructional assistant 
professor
Nancy Novotny, Ph.D., RN, 
CNE, assistant professor
Teresa Novy, B.S.N. ’03, M.S.N. 
’09, RN-BC, instructional 
assistant professor
Olanna Pullen, B.A. ’97, M.S.E. 
’07, outreach coordinator, 
PROUD project team  
Heather Winfrey-Richman, 
B.S.E. ’00, assistant to the 
associate dean/academics 
special project manager
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Development
I’m so pleased to report that this past fiscal year the Mennonite College of Nursing received 
980 gifts totaling more than $760,000! These gifts represent support of our three primary fund-
raising initiatives: Compassionate Care (scholarship support), Clinical Excellence (support 
for the Nursing Simulation Lab), and Nursing for Community Impact (projects that support 
faculty and students working with community organizations on health care issues 
identified by the community).   
 In addition, our alumni, friends and corporate partners have established fur-
ther investment in each of these areas in the form of pledges and planned gifts. We 
are blessed with the confidence of our community to educate some of the state’s 
finest nurses, who will not only care for us, but also advocate for our families when 
we need it most!  
Scholarship support is still a critical priority at MCN. In this Annual Report, we 
highlight the Scholarship and Awards Banquet that was held in September 2012. 
Our donors include alumni, community members, faculty and staff, and the con-
nection they make with their student recipients is heartwarming. In this issue you will also read 
about four new scholarships that were established this past year (see Pages 10-11). 
We are so grateful for everyone who is able to assist our students with their financial needs, 
but we have more work to do to support our students. We have estimated that about one-third of 
the students who apply for a scholarship at MCN receive financial support, and the unmet finan-
cial need (the gap between what families can pay and the cost of education) of the applicant 
pool remains close to $2 million.
Students will fill the gaps with bank loans, costing the student more than $2,100 on average 
over the term of the loan for each $1,000 of debt incurred. A $2,000 scholarship would save the 
student $4,200 in potential debt, and a $10,000 scholarship would save them $21,000!    
Adding scholarships and growing existing scholarship funds are important ways to 
help future nursing students. Washington Monthly confirmed the value of this investment in 
September by ranking Illinois State University among the top 50 universities in its “Best Bang for 
the Buck” listing based on its high graduation rate, its affordability, and the low loan default rate 
of its alumni. MCN’s graduation rates are extremely high. 
 With financial times uncertain, many are looking to the long term to ensure that their schol-
arships have substantial impact. Through planned giving—insurance policies, estate provisions, 
charitable gift annuities, etc.—our supporters can safeguard their families and provide for their 
scholarships when and if the funds remain.
Thank you for your confidence that our faculty and staff will make the very best possible use 
of your generous investment in MCN.
Jenny Ward
director of Development
(309) 438-7178 
jsward@IllinoisState.edu
Mennonite Nurses Alumni 
Organization
Board of Directors  
July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013
President
Jenifer Patton ’04
Past presidents
Linda (Meints) Cooper, M.S.N. ’99
Donny Bounds ‘97
Alice (Kumler) Deavers ’52
Directors
Sue (Collins) Albee ’95
Ashley Coffin ’08
Lori (Stoller) Gibbs ’02
Larae (Wagener) Jackson ’02
Sarah (Kaiser) Lindsey ’00
Elizabeth (Guth) Madlem ’09
Karen (Roop) Magers ’79
O. Ed Reitz ’82, ’94, M.S. ’85, M.B.A. ’89, Ph.D., RN., 
NEA-BC
Sonia (Hetman) Wernsman ’98
Advisory members
Janet Wessel Krejci • dean, Mennonite College  
of Nursing
Jamie Sennett ’94 • assistant director, Alumni Relations
Jenny Ward • director, Development
Strategy and Planning Council
July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013
Billy Adkisson ’78
Cindy Blackburn
Kellie Clapper
Dan Deneen
Deanna Frautschi
Nancy Froelich (member emeritus)
Russ Hagen, M.A. ’80
Kelli Hill ’85
Cheryl Jackson
Stevie Joslin (member emeritus)
Beth Kimmerling
John Lawrence
Meredith Lovelass ’73
Elizabeth Madlem ’09
Dave Magers ’77,  
M.B.A. ’86
Karen Magers ’79
Margaret Randolph
Laurie Round
Deb Smith
Rose Stadel ’01
Friends Steering Committee
July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013
Janella Cooley
Barbara Efaw ’59
Marilyn Freedlund ’62, 
M.S. ’68
Betty Frisch
Nancy Froelich
Stevie Joslin
Betty Knuckles ’51
Meredith Lovelass
Harriet O’Daffer ’55,  
M.S. ’57
Margaret Randolph
Carole Ringer
Julie Smith
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New scholarships
Della Mae Burns 
The Della Mae Burns Scholarship was established in 2013 by Cheryl Carmack, B.S.N. ’02, M.S.N. 
’12, in honor of her mother.
Della Mae Burns always enjoyed learning but never had the oppor-
tunity to attend college, or even high school. As the oldest of seven 
children, she left school after completing third grade to help care for 
her siblings.
When Burns had a family of her own, she often worked two or 
three jobs to keep the family afloat. She valued education and hoped 
someday to earn her GED diploma, but her family and work always 
came first.
Burns’ daughter, Cheryl, followed her mother’s path. She excelled 
in school until long work hours conflicted with her studies, and she 
dropped out of high school. But invoking determination learned 
from her mother, Carmack juggled family, work, and college for more 
than seven years in order to complete her bachelor’s degree. During 
that time, she served as president of Illinois State’s Student Nurses’ 
Association, as president of the Illinois Student Nurses Association, as a member of Mortar 
Board, and as a peer support person. She graduated from the Mennonite College of Nursing in 
2002 at age 33.
After graduation, she worked as a cardiac intensive care unit nurse and on the open heart 
surgery team, before accepting a position as nursing lab coordinator with Illinois State. In 2012, 
Carmack completed her master’s degree in nursing and is a board-certified nurse  
practitioner.
Carmack was the first person in her family to attend college, to receive a bachelor’s degree, 
and to receive a master’s degree. She credits her perseverance to her mother who is the role 
model for strength, dedication, and hard work.
Carmack recognizes the unique challenges of being a first generation college student, and 
hopes that those receiving a scholarship in her mother’s name also benefit from their combined 
story of strength, dedication, and hard work.
Dr. Brett Cassens Endowed Memorial Scholarship 
Dr. Brett J. Cassens ’72 was born in Sterling and graduated with a B.A. in German from Illinois 
State. He graduated from the University of Illinois-Rockford School of Medicine in 1976, and 
also received a Master of Business Administration from The Wharton School of the University 
of Pennsylvania in 1981. He was president and medical director from 
1982 to 1985 of Jefferson Health Care in Philadelphia. He also served 
as an instructor at the University Of Illinois College Of Medicine and as 
clinical professor of Medicine at Thomas Jefferson Medical College in 
Philadelphia.
Cassens moved to San Diego where he became one of the first physi-
cians in the area to treat AIDS. “Brett was one of the leaders in HIV care 
in the early days,” said Dr. Keith Vrhel, of the Park Center for Health in 
San Diego. “He cared for a large number of patients with HIV and he 
was an extremely compassionate, understanding physician.”
Cassens continued his work in the AIDS field as a research associate 
in the HIV Neurobehavioral Research Center and at the AIDS Treatment 
Evaluation Unit, both at the University of California-San Diego. An AIDS activist, he was co-chair 
Cheryl Carmack and Della Mae Burns
Dr. Brett Cassens
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from 1988–1989 of the AIDS Task Force in San Diego. He also had been both national president 
and president of the San Diego chapter of the American Association of Physicians for Human 
Rights, a group of gay and lesbian physicians and medical students.
He died November 7, 1996, at his home in Hillcrest, California. This scholarship, in his 
memory, was established through memorial gifts made by family, friends, and colleagues, and 
through a testamentary gift from the Cassens/Stille Trust.
Dr. Maureen Block, Illinois Heart and Lung Foundation,  
Spirit of Success Memorial Scholarship 
Dr. Maureen Block graduated from Indiana University, where she was a member of 
Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society, and from the University of Illinois Medical School. She 
completed her residency and fellowship at Rush Medical Center. 
Block was a longtime partner and managing partner at the Illinois Heart & Lung 
Associates. She was an active member of the American Thoracic Society and was a 
member of the American College of Chest Physicians, the Society of Critical Care 
Medicine, and Illinois Heart & Lung Foundation board of directors, and was one of 
the founding physicians of Women’s Health Night. Block’s life as a wife, mother, daughter, physi-
cian, colleague, and friend was all too short. She died at age 41.
The Laurie T. Wessel and Lynn Marie Wessel Vickers  
Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Laurie Therese Wessel and Lynn Wessel Vickers scholarship fund was established in 2013 
by Mennonite College of Nursing Dean Janet Krejci to honor her sisters who both died from 
complications of lupus. 
Wessel was diagnosed at age 12 and succumbed 
at age 26 after many years of hospitalizations, and 
dialysis, and finally a kidney transplant, which 
unfortunately resulted in sepsis and ended her life. 
Vickers was diagnosed in her 20s and also expe-
rienced challenges, hospitalizations, and dialysis, 
before finally succumbing at age 37 after developing 
sepsis post-surgery. 
They were both amazing and fearless fighters, 
champions, role models, loving sisters, and friends. 
They are missed daily, but what they taught Krejci, 
as well as others, was the enormous and powerful difference nurses and other health care pro-
fessionals can make when they truly listen and see the complex needs of the vulnerable human 
before them. 
The purpose of this scholarship is to assist students with financial support so they can focus 
on becoming the best possible nurse they can be and learn the power of making a difference 
when focused on advocating for patients and their families in their most vulnerable moments. 
Dr. Maureen Block
Laurie Therese Wessel Lynn Wessel Vickers
2012 Scholarship Banquet
Mennonite College of Nursing appreciates all of the financial assistance provided by 
scholarships to students pursuing a career in nursing. Scholarship donors are invited to a 
scholarship banquet to meet with the recipients of their gifts. In September 2012, then-President 
Al Bowman and MCN scholarship donors and scholarship recipients attended  
the banquet.
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Back row: Stephanie Zitella, Nicole Zayner, Benjamin Stuff, and Krista Dirksen
Front row: Warren Borchers, Morgan Bothast, Vivian Stockdale, and Lynn Kennell
Back row: Julia Johnson, Richard Johnson, Meghan Donahue, and  
Roger Joslin  
Front row: Desha Cobb-Shields, Casey Patton, and Stevie Joslin
Back row: Karrie Ingalsbe, Jessica Muller, and Dianne Endress  
Front row: Andrea Dairmont, Kate Kennedy, Amanda Vercler, and  
Sarah Wilks
Back row: Becky Kehias, Jimmy Kehias, and Susie Zobrist
Front row: Lauren Matthews, Deb Meyer, Don Meyer, and Ashley Neal
Back row: Amy O’Brien, Jessica Peters, Jenifer Patton, and Robin Shaffer
Front row: Betty Wagner, Mary Punke, Kay Ferguson, and Brittany 
Troyanowski
Back row: Meredith Lovelass, Paris Whitehead, and Allison Kirchgesner
Front row: Tom Lovelass, Molly Henkel, and John Lawrence
Back row: Joyce Morlan, Kelly Greene, and Larry Morlan
Front row: Keith Smith, Elijah Smith, Julie Smith, and Melissa Harkins
Back row: Shauna Turak, and Nicole Perreira
Front row: Jeff Parish, Nicole Jones, and Cathy Bachtold
Back row: Desirae Hunsley, Nicole D’Acquisto, Melissa Mardoian, and 
Michelle Bates
Front row: Jesse Smart, Susan Smart, Julie Spell, and Larry McCray
Back row: Gary Haluska, Farole Haluska, Mary Neubeck, and Monte Fisher
Front row: Temidayo Ademokoya, Ron Ropp, and Jo Ropp
Back row: Caroline Shaw, Allyssa Howver, and Kelsey Miller
Front row: Carol Flesher, Jerry Etcheson, Jana Edge, and Orlyn Edge
Back row: Bridget Good, Rachel Fehr, Tudy Schmied, and Katherine Kara
Front row: Teresa Finegan, Alma Stoddard, and Linda Sorrells
Back row: Michael Wiant, Cristina Jimenez, Susan Hovey, Charlotte 
Talkington, and Joe Talkington
Front row: Jo Wiant, Linda Cooper, and Kristin Horney
Back row: Kathy Bohn, Elizabeth Gemberling, and Tom Nielson
Front row: Terrance Tapley, Sara Lim, and Frederick Tapley
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Scholarship recipients 
July 1, 2012–June 30, 
2013
Helen A. Bender Endowed 
Scholarship
Donor: The Family of Helen A. Bender
Recipients: Catherine Bachtold and Daniah 
Robb
Erma Mae Liddle Borchers ’45 
Endowed Nursing Scholarship
Donor: Warren Borchers
Recipient: Stephanie Zitella
Esther Lyon Brock Endowed 
Scholarship
Donors: family of Esther Lyon Brock
Recipient: Nicole Zayner
Linda Meints Cooper Scholarship 
for Nurse Athletes
Donor: Linda Meints Cooper, M.S.N. ’99
Recipient: Kristin Horney
Dean’s Endowed Scholarship
Donor: Dean Janet Krejci
Recipient: Meghan Donahue
Jana L. Edge Endowed 
International Transcultural 
Nursing Scholarship
Donor: Jana Edge ’91
Recipient: Kelsey Miller
Ralph M. and Mary Esch 
Endowed Scholarship
Recipient: Jeff Parrish
Jenny Lu Etcheson, B.S.N. ’91, 
Endowed Scholarship
Donor: Jerry Etcheson
Recipient: Allyssa Howver
Helen Tuxhorn Evans ’38 
Endowed Scholarship
Donors: Vickie Heffernan, Sue Oetjen, and 
Janet Worthington
Recipient: Amy Funk
Freshman Scholarship
Recipients: Rachel Fehr and Bridget Good
William E. and Nancy Froelich 
Endowment for Long Term Care
Donor: Nancy Froelich
Recipient: Susan Zobrist
Clara E. Gerhart Endowed 
Scholarship
Recipient: Caroline Shaw
M. Rudelle Goodwin Endowed 
Scholarship
Donor: Mrs. M. Rudelle Goodwin
Recipient: Desirae Hunsley
Jeanette Gorecki ’72, ’80, B.S.N. 
’90, Endowed Scholarship
Donors: Monte Fisher ’75, and Gary and 
Farole Haluska
Recipient: Jennifer Ausmus
Curtis and Mary Ellen Wilfley 
Griggs and William J. Morlan 
Scholarship
Donors: Larry and Joyce Morlan
Recipient: Kelly Greene
Dr. Kathleen A. Hogan Endowed 
Faculty Development Award
Donor: President Emerita Kathleen Hogan 
’70, M.S. ’72, Ed.D. ’85
Elizabeth Davis Holder Endowed 
Scholarship
Donor: Susan Sears
Recipient: Elizabeth Gemberling
Richard and Julia Johnson 
Endowed Scholarship
Donors: Richard Johnson ’57 and Julia 
Johnson
Recipient: Desha Cobb-Shields
Joslin Endowed Scholarship
Donors: Roger and Stevie Joslin
Recipient: Casey Patton
Lois C. Kaufmann ’39 Endowed 
Scholarship in Nursing
Donor: estate of Lois Kaufmann
Recipients: Nicole D’Acquisto and Melissa 
Mardoian
Winifred G. Lawrence Memorial 
Scholarship
Donors: John Lawrence family
Recipient: Molly Henkel
Meredith Lovelass Scholarship
Donors: Tom Lovelass and Meredith 
Lovelass ’73
Recipient: Paris Whitehead
Karen and David Magers 
Scholarship
Donors: David Magers ’77, M.B.A. ’86, and 
Karen Magers ’79
Recipient: Amanda Vercler
Lena Maxwell ’28 Endowed 
Scholarship
Donor: F. Dick Maxwell ’64
Recipient: Lauren Matthews
Janie McCray RN-B.S.N. Endowed 
Fund
Donor: Larry McCray
Recipient: Michelle Bates
E. Dale Mellon Scholarship
Donor: E. Dale Mellon
Recipient: Benjamin Stuff
Mennonite College of Nursing 
Endowed Transcultural Fund
Donors: Dr. Karrie Ingalsbe and Lynn 
Kennell
Recipients: Andrea Darimont, Kathleen 
Kennedy, and Jessica Muller
Mennonite Nurses Alumni 
Organization Endowed 
Scholarships
Donors: combined gifts of MCN alumni
Recipients: Dianne Endress, Amy O’Brien, 
Jessica Peters, Robin Shaffer, and 
Brittany Troyanowski
Virginia Mosbacher Endowed 
Scholarship
Donor: estate of Virginia Mosbacher
Recipient: Nicole Perreira
Karen Griffith Parker Scholarship
Donors: Keith Smith ’97 and Julia Smith 
’89, M.S. ’92
Recipient: Melissa Harkins
Lois E. (Hoobler) Philpott ’40 
Endowed Scholarship
Donors: family of Lois Philpott
Recipient: Ashley Neal
Anna Ropp ’31 Endowed 
Scholarship
Donors: family of Anna Ropp
Recipient: Temidayo Ademokoya
Russian Exchange Travel Fund
Donor: Wendy Woith
Peter A. and Ella G. Schertz 
Endowed Scholarship
Donors: family of Peter A. and Ella G. 
Schertz
Recipient: Meghan Donahue
Rachel Rogers Schilling ’42 
Endowed Scholarship
Donor: Roy Schilling ’35, ’40, M.A. ’43
Recipient: Krista Dirksen
Jesse and Louise Schmied 
Endowed Scholarship
Donor: Tudy Schmied ’70, M.S. ’75,  
M.S. ’90
Recipient: Katherine Kara
Helen Seeley and Ada Seeley 
Barton Endowed Scholarship
Recipient: Allison Kirchgesner
Gertrude E. Skelly Charitable 
Foundation
Donor: Gertrude E. Skelly Charitable 
Foundation, Erik Joh, trustee
Recipients: Nicole Jones, Nicole Perreira, 
and Shauna Turak
The LaRue Sloan ’28 Endowed 
Scholarship in Nursing
Donor: Daniel Deneen
Recipient: Mary Neubeck
Star for Nursing Endowed 
Scholarship
Donor: Star Foundation for Education
Recipient: Susan Hovey
Vivian O. Stockdale Endowed 
Nursing Scholarship
Donor: Vivian O. Stockdale
Recipient: Morgan Bothast
Paul Stoddard Endowed 
Scholarship
Donor: Alma Stoddard
Recipient: Teresa Finegan
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Clara Stutzman ’23 Endowed 
Scholarship
Donor: estate of Clara Stutzman
Recipient: Meghan Donahue
Eric Tapley, ’83, B.S.N. ’96, 
Heartland Emergency Specialists, 
LLC Endowed Scholarship
Donor: Heartland Emergency Specialists
Recipient: Sara Lim
Joan L. Tutoky Memorial 
Scholarship
Donors: Becky Kehias and Debra Meyer
Recipient: Lauren Matthews
Dave and Jo Wiant Endowed 
Scholarship
Donors: Wiant Family
Recipient: Cristina Jimenez
Marie Yoder ’35 Endowed 
Scholarship
Donor: estate of Marie Yoder
Recipient: Amanda Hall
Honor roll of donors
July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013
Mennonite College of Nursing at Illinois State University is grateful to the following students, 
alumni, parents, friends, corporations, foundations, faculty, and staff for their generous gifts and 
pledges received by the Illinois State University Foundation. Each gift makes a difference!
$50,000+
State Farm Companies 
Foundation
$25,000–$49,999
COUNTRY Financial
Alma Stoddard
Estate of David Wiant
$10,000–$24,999
Gertrude E. Skelly 
Foundation
$5,000–9,999
Janet and Stephen Krejci
David and Karen Magers
$1,500–$4,999
Anonymous
Ann and Thomas Baughan
E. Paula Crowley and 
Daniel Deneen
Daniel G. Deneen Family 
Trust
Illinois Heart & Lung 
Foundation
John R. Lawrence family
Lupus Foundation of 
Central Illinois
Larry McCray
*E. Dale Mellon
Larry and Joyce Morlan
Mark Pelletier
Phyllis Schieber
Linda Sorrells
Michael and Janice 
Talkington
$500–$1,499
Cynthia Arbuckle
Warren Borchers
Max and Margaret 
Bramble
Cheryl Carmack
Linda Meints Cooper
Elizabeth Davis Holder 
Foundation
Marian Etcheson
Etcheson Spa & Pool Inc.
Monte Fisher
Vickie and Alan Heffernan
D. Jean Henderson
Kathleen and Robert 
Hogan
Roger and Mary Hunt
Brenda Recchia Jeffers
Margaret Johnson and 
William Greene
Kemp Foundation
William and Elizabeth 
Linneman
Michele and Thomas Malin
Catherine and Terry Miller
Joyce and Kurt Moser
Vernon Pohlmann
Cinda Roth
Stephen Shafer
Keith and Julia Smith
Esther and M. Willis Sutter
Lynn and James Tatman
Phyllis Troyer
Dane and Jennifer Ward
Mary and Eric Wiant
Michael Wiant
Kathryn Wood
Janet and Gary 
Worthington
$250–$499
Anonymous
Charlene and Brian Aaron
Michelle and Donald 
Anderson
Jonathan and Kim Astroth
John and Evelyn Bertsche
Michael and Jean Ann 
Dargatz
Lori and Christopher Gibbs
Mary and Gregory 
Gossmeyer
Thomas and Jane Heineke
Mary Hogan
Catherine Kaesberg
Estate of Lois Kaufmann
Thomas and Lynn Kennell
Meredith and Thomas 
Lovelass
Beth and Jay Mathews
Janice Parker
Gail Shockly Petro
Nadine Reining
Nancy Roth
Marjorie and Donald Sapp
Jeanette and Donald Storck
Doris Teubel
Kay and Gary Thompson
Sonia and Tim Vercler
Edward and Karen Woare
Amy and Stephen Yoder
$100–$249
Anonymous
Susan Albee
Eleni Arestis
Sylvia and Gabriel Argilla
Hollis Armstrong
Laura and Raymond Baue
Joan and Donald Bernardi
Ronald and Marilyn Blake
*Judith Boyer
Lana and Don Burson
Victoria and Dennis Butler
Kim Chacon
Jennifer and James 
Churchey
Glenn and Susan Cook
Myrtella Cook
Susan Cribb
Donna Cripe
Suzanne Daniluk
Suzanne and Wes Davidson
Helen and Keith Dohleman
M. Gay Dolan
Cynthia Donnell-Foster
Linda and Stephen Douglas
Marilyn and Gary Elliott
Sandra and James Elliott
Patricia Finegan
Melinda Fischer
Lori Fitton
Jenna and Brandon Ford
Patty Fredericks
Marcena Gabrielson
Neal and Irene Gamsky
M. Rudelle Goodwin
Carol and Cloyce Gress
Hank and Joan Guenther
Judith and Mark Hartman
Shawn and Rebekah Hayes
Kevin and Mindy Hazard
Jill Henry
Kathleen and Clayton Hill
Mary and Loren Hodgson
Joyce and Samuel Hofer
Bettianne Holst-Atkins
William and Connie Hueber
Steve and Karrie Ingalsbe
Marjorie Irving
ISU Credit Union
Shirley Jackson
Denise and Charles James
Arlene Johnson
Judith and Harvey Kaeb
Sharon and Steven Kelleher
Mildred Kingdon
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Christine and Lynn Klopfenstein
Betty and Raymond Knuckles
Mary and Jason Ko
Susan and Steven Kossman
LuAnn and Arnold Ladwig
Gail and Douglas Lamb
Francile and Raymond Lanternier
Teresa and Arnold Lee
Charles and Brenda Lehman
Todd and Sarah Lindsey
Susette and Dan Litwiller
M. Rudelle Goodwin Trust
Steve and Cynthia Malinowski
Karen Manson
Kathleen Martin
Martha Martin
Franklin and Lois Matsler
Sue Ann McGinnes
Thomas Messenger
Patricia and Steven Milashoski
Mary and John Moore
Charles and Jeanne Morris
Patricia Murdoch
Mary and Harold Necessary
Joyce and Frank Nestor
Janet and Wayne Niewold
Allison Nissen
Ruth Oesch
Nancy and David O’Neal
Holly Parke
Valerie and Michael Pennell
Jamie Penrod
Mary Punke
Elfrieda and Richard Ramseyer
Susan and Robert Read
Melynda and Scott Renner
Marlisa and Brian Rieke
Jerry and Carole Ringer
Lois and Robert Ritchey
Ronald and Martha Ropp
A. Joanne and Dennis Roth
Juanita Roth
Vada and Keith Saffer
*Edith Sancken
Rebecca and Lynn Schaffer
Sandi and Kurt Scheidenhelm
Marilyn and Roy Schlabach
Sigma Theta Tau International Xi Pi 
Chapter
Thelma Singley
Rex and Lois Smith
Jane Solomon
Judith Springer
Donna Starkey
Marilyn and Clifford Stayton
Glenn and Mary Stech
Bonnie and Thomas Styles
Guerry Suggs
David Templeton and Catherine Pratt
Patricia Tevoert
Sharon and Herbert Thompson
Louise and Clifford Troyer
Janet and Frank Tuley
Elizabeth and C. John Uphoff
Teresa Valerio
Anne Wagenbach
Shirley and William Walker
Robert and Judith Walsh
Paul and Mary Ann Watkins
Robert and Charmelle Watkins
Sheila and Jerry West
Linda Westfall
Regina and Christopher White
Thomas and Kay Wilson
Michelle and Leon Wipperfurth
W. Charles and Donna Witte
Wendy and Kenneth Woith
Rosalie and Robert Wright
Sharon Wright
Carolyn and W. Jay Zehr
$1–$99
Anonymous
Amelia Adkins
Jean and John Aeschliman
Karen and Anatol Ahijevych
Linda and Stephen Ahrens
Linda and Terry Ales
Kathy Alexander and Thomas 
Lauritson
James and Donna Aman
Nicole Andricopulos
Darrell and Mary Andris
Marilyn and John Asper
Janet Baglin
Larry and Koleen Batman
Mary Batts
Phillip and Nancy Baumgart
Brian and Aimee Beam
Jamie and Barry Beetz
Michelle Bender
Barbara and Jerry Benjamin
Linda and John Bigelow
Michael and Marsha Blair
Rebecca and Marvin Blair
Barbara and Andrejs Bocka
Cassandra Bode
Ella and George Bohrer
Judith Bourland
Ina and George Bradford
Marjorie Bradley Scholl
Lynnae Braker
Dorothy Brandon
Marietta and Robert Brandt
Richard and Janet Bremner
Andrew and Jennifer Bromeland
Laine Burek
Thomas and Gaye Burek
Mark and Marcia Campbell
Delores and William Carter
Jaemin Chon
Harold and Jana Christian
Aurora Christiansen
Bret and Amy Christiansen
Donald Clay
Dianne L. and Thomas E. Clemens
Joenita and Stanley Clemens
Linda and Daniel Cole
Gloria Cook
Jeanne and Warren Cooke
D. Joan Corey
Phyllis and Dale Coulter
Barbara Craft
John and Sarah Crotts
Janice and John Dall
Bobbi and Bruce Davis
Jenna Davis
Alice Deavers
Jacqueline and Jamie Deffenbaugh
Eugene and Gerda Detweiler
Emmalyn Dickinson
Mary Diesel
Sadi Dixon
Kallie Doerr
Susan and Jeffrey Dowell
Marcile Duehr
Paul and Betty Duzan
Mary Dyck
Janice and Sterling Eby
Julie Egan
Erzen Family Trust
Richard and Edith Erzen
Mgen and Patricia Eshelman
Eva and James Feathergill
Dennis and Mary Feicke
Kathryn and Merle Ferguson
Audrey Ferrell
Joan and William Fike
Amy Filter 
Eugene and Margaret Fisher
Margaret and Kenneth Fisher
Meghan Flatley
Bonnie Flowers
Diane Folken
Jennifer and Adam Forth
Jerry and Mary Foster
Bonita and Bruce Frank
Jennifer Fridlund
*Walter Friedhoff
Nancy Froelich
Grace Ganieany
Grace S. Ganieany Trust
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Joan Gaston
Phyllis Gehrt
Elizabeth Gemberling
Claire Geyer
Molly Giertz
Marie and James Gillibrand
Jean Girardi
Dolores and Eugene Giuffria
Lisa and Eugene Glueck
Rebecca and Ronald Goeckner
Robert and Linda Goodall
Mary and Royce Gottschalk
Laura Gowdy
Deborah and Gary Grady
Sharon Grampp
Doris Greenseth
Jean Grever
Patricia Grogg
Audrey J. Grupe
Gene Gudeman
Marilyn Gudenrath
Robert and Linda Hageman
Richard and Betty Hamblin
Jeffrey and Ann Hamer
Beverly Harms
Diana and Greg Hasler
Gwendolyn Heite
Louise Henson
Debra and Bill Herz
Karen and John Hildreth
Christiane and James Hines
Ernest and Janis Hoffman
Erin Holden
George and Mary Houska
Allyssa Howver
Maxine Hoxworth
Joleen Hudson
Roy Hudson
George and Juanita Hulvey
Nicholas Iden
Illinois State Museum Staff 
Association
Linda Irle
Amy Irving
Connie and Stephen Jackson
Florence and Robert Jackson
Sally and Thomas Jacob
JoAnn and Kevin Jacobs
Lise and Ted Jankowski
David Jansen
Darlene and James Jensen
Marjorie and Bobby Johnson
Edna Johnston
Jillian Jones
Joseph and Kenda Jones
Lynsey Jones
Eugene and Diane Jontry
Madison Jordan
Ruth and Robert Juhler
Eileen Kanzler
Linda and Harry Karle
Mandy Keneipp
Cynthia and Michael Kerber
Lucille and Thomas Kerchenfaut
John and Christine Kibler
Jennifer Killen
David and Gladys King
Michelle and Jeffrey King
Alison Kirchgesner
Mary Anne Kirchner
Geri and Tom Kirkbride
James and Vicky Kirkton
Dianne and Gary Knapp
Susan and David Koch
Susan and William Kohler
Lisa and Mitchell Kopnick
Nora Krause
Jennifer Lanz
Deborah and Mark Larson
Jeanette and James Lavallier
Sandra and Rodney Lehman
Donna and Richard Leonard
Kara Lewis
Jacqueline Lill
Rosina and A. Dale Litwiller
Virginia and Robert Lockwood
Diana Logisz
Maxine and Richard Lolling
Nancy and Philip LoPiccalo
Jayme and Kevin Lottinville
Rosemary and J. Greg Lowell
Martha Magers
John and Joanne Maitland
Nicole Mallas
Jeannine and Larry Mariani
Karen and Tom Marks
Lila and Arlan Martin
Lauren Matthews
Kenneth Maxwell
Mary Jane McCarthy
Kelli McCormick
Kristin McGowan
Sally McMullen
Victor Melesio
Glen and Elizabeth Melton
Mary Lou Mercier
Anna Mezyk
Blanca Miller
Kelsey Miller
Lois Mills
Connie and David Mohr
Michelle Mokrzycki
Eleanor Monninger
Dwayne Moore
Rebecca and Lee Moore
Danny and Judith Morres
Rachel and Charles Moser
Steven and Lorraine Mozley
Jessica Muller
Barbara and Karl Muszar
Karen Nenne
Donald and Carolyn Newberg
Irene Niccum
Elizabeth and Robert Nichols
Andrea Norton
Elaine and Fred Noyes
Sara O’Brien
Obiajulu Onwuekwe
Mary and Paul Orns
Romeyn Oyer
Stacie Palmer
Palmetto GBA
Hercules Paloumpis
Elizabeth Patten
Carolyn Patterson
Jenifer Patton
Debra and Martin Peck
Jayne Peck
Sherman and Trudy Peck
Katie Pede
Leesha and Brian Peoples
Don and Sharon Peterson
Marissa Peterson
Mary and Larry Peterson
Nancy Petropoulos
Lisa Piehl
Debbie Pierce
Judith Pike
Richard and Joanne Plimpton
A. Darlene and Joseph Poindexter
Justine Pugh
David and Betty Rademacher
Joyce Raycraft
Laura Rebbe
O. Edward and Sue Reitz
Donald and Anita Revelle
Helen Rexroat
Dixie and Steve Reynolds
Jenna Rezzardi
Jane Rieger
Mary Rittenhouse
Teri Rizzo
Michael and Bernice Robinson
Katie and Matthew Roedl
Diane and Melvin Roemer
Cheryl and Mark Rogers
Harold and Barbara Rohrer
Cheri and Robert Romonosky
Lynne and Antonie Romyn
Linda Ross Reiner
Melinda and Reggie Roth
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Janice and Philip Rush
Fred and B. A. Russell
Michael and Krista Rybak
Linda Sampson
Jennifer Sapp
Peter and Shelley Scaff
Joan Schapmire
Sharon and Richard Schertz
Amber and Trent Schmidt
Yvonne and Richard Schmudde
Hulda and John Schrag
Elise Schroeder
Diane and Christ Schwelle
Celeste and Michael Scimo
Mary and Robert Scott
Richard and Madalyne Scott
Elisabeth Selby
Carol and Paul Selman
Rene Shaffer
Ruth Shaffer
James and Charlotte Shelden
Pamela and Jim Shepard
Mark and Kathleen Sherman
Lee and Phyllis Short
Barbara and Vernon Sieling
Delores and Gerald Simpsen
Julie and Kenneth Sinnett
Jaclyn Sisi
Janalee and V. J. Slaughter
Nathan Slider
Elizabeth Smith
Mary Alice Smith
Padmasree Soundarraj
Mark and Patricia Sowell
Stephen Stapleton
Erica Starks
J. Russell Steele
Deborah and Stephen Stenger
Marilyn Steward
Sonia and Gale Stoller
Annette Storm
Alan Stout
Trudy and David Strand
Loretta and Terry Strange
Caroline Strojny
Shiloh and Barbara Strouse
Delite Stucky
Joan and Roy Stutzman
Jessica and Danny Sullivan
Jenna Sunderland
Mary and Charles Sutton
Brenda Swope
Lynn and Lisa Taussig
Erin Templeton
Betty Thomas
Nicole Tinsley
Sally and Martin Toohill
Brittany Troyanowski
Bill and Lori Troyer
George and Joann Tuttle
Ronald Ulmer
Amy and James Ulrich
University of Michigan
Ruth and Leonard Unzicker
Jennifer and Kurt Urbanc
Stephanie Vanko
Carol and Richard Vignali
Betty and Duane Wagner
Rose and Mike Waibel
Carolyn and Steve Walker
Jennifer and Jeffrey Walker
John and Lori Wall
Allison Warzecha
Kay Watkins
Kathleen Watt
Teresa and Gerald Watt
Dawn and Daniel Webb
Tenna and Raymond Webb
Ann Weber
John and Daphne Wepprecht
Mark and Megan Wertz
Peter Whitmer
James and Gertrude Wiant
Kathleen and Roger Wiegand
Verla Williams
Amy Wilson
Rebecca Wilson
Windsor Hill Homeowner Association
Karen and Randall Witter
John and Nancy Wolter
Doris and Robert Wortinger
Rochelle Wright
Shannon Wuest
Amanda Yessa
Marlene Yoder
Katherine and Frank Young
Sally and Lynn Young
Sandra and David Young
Rebecca and Roger Zehr
Wilma Zehr
William and Mary Zeller
Susan Zobrist
*deceased
We have made every attempt to ensure accuracy. If your name has been omitted, misspelled, or 
incorrectly listed, please accept our apologies and contact Director of Development Jenny Ward 
at (309) 438-7178 or jsward@IllinoisState.edu.
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Message from the associate dean of Research
Educating Illinois, the strategic plan for Illinois State University, states in Goal 2, “Provide rigor-
ous, innovative, and high-impact undergraduate and graduate programs that prepare students to 
excel in a globally competitive, culturally diverse, and changing 
environment.” Among the strategies identified to reach this goal 
is to “promote sustainable, mission-consistent growth in the 
research enterprise.” Evidence supports that research and schol-
arly activities go hand-in-hand with excellence in undergraduate 
and graduate learning. 
The connection between research/scholarship and teaching 
is clear in our doctoral programs, where D.N.P. and Ph.D. stu-
dents rely on faculty to guide them through scholarly projects 
and dissertations. The Cancer Care Initiative led by Assistant 
Professor Kim Astroth in collaboration with Dr. Shermian 
Woodhouse at the Community Cancer Center in Normal, 
Assistant Professor Steve Stapleton, and Assistant Professor Teresa Valerio is one such example. 
This team is conducting scholarship to assist patients to self-manage fatigue, pain, and sleepless-
ness that is also serving as a learning laboratory for two Ph.D. students this fall: Peter Cenek and 
Michelle Klodt are responsible for data collection, data entry, analysis and writing for publica-
tion and presenting at professional conferences.
For undergraduate students, there is evidence that engaging in research with faculty 
improves students’ persistence and increases the likelihood they will go to graduate school. 
Associate Professor Susan Kossman recently mentored two B.S.N. students, Garrett Sawyer 
and Lynnae Braker, who were awarded funding for undergraduate research from the Honors 
Program. Braker presented the findings from the study “Utility of EHR Tools to Nurses’ Clinical 
Judgment and Team Communication” in March 2013 at the Midwest Nursing Research Society 
(MNRS) in Chicago. Sawyer hopes to present findings from his study “Relationship of Cognitive 
Artifact Use with Nurses’ Clinical Judgment and Communication” at MNRS next spring.
At the Mennonite College of Nursing, we are working every day to ensure that faculty and 
students have resources to engage in research, scholarly, and creative activities that contribute to 
the development of outstanding nursing leaders who will positively influence health care in their 
communities and beyond. We presently offer a range of support:
• Annual grant and publication workshops
• Collegewide institutional review for human subject protections
• Editorial and grant writing
• Electronic grant submission support
• Faculty statistician
• Faculty travel support 
• Internal peer review system 
• Pre- and post-award budget development and management
• Professional poster development
• University research grants
While infrastructure is important, it cannot replace the hard work, dedication, expertise, and 
exceptional research training that our faculty have and make available to students and the larger 
community. I am privileged to work with people who have devoted their careers to improvng 
local and global health outcomes through research and scholarship and the application of 
knowledge work to nursing education. I am grateful for their continued commitment to research 
and scholarship as a foundation for excellence in nursing education.
Caroline Mallory, Ph.D., RN
associate dean of Research
Teresa Valerio and Caroline Mallory
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MCN hosts aspiring nurses at summer camp
High school students who are interested in a nursing career had the opportunity to learn about 
nursing this summer by participating in the Mennonite College of Nursing’s first PROUD 
(Pre-entry and Retention Opportunities for Undergraduate 
Diversity) Summer Nurse Camp at Illinois State University.
The goals of providing this camp were to increase partici-
pant’s awareness, interest, and knowledge of nursing career 
opportunities and educational requirements, as well as increase 
their confidence by providing a college experience that will pre-
pare them for nursing school.
MCN contacted 28 area high schools, clubs, organizations, 
and churches to promote the camp. Nineteen Central Illinois 
high school students, from ages 15–17, enrolled in the pro-
gram.
During the three-day camp, held June 24–26, students par-
ticipated in nursing scenarios at the MCN Simulation Lab and 
other areas across campus, interacted with current nursing 
students, and shadowed professionals at medical centers. The 
students also heard about nursing opportunities from a career 
panel discussion with Sue Albee ’95, supervisor at the McLean 
County Health Department; Jenna Grider Ford ’09, a pedi-
atric nurse; Mary Weber Kamm ’12, a maternity nurse; Beth 
Kimmerling, the McLean County coroner; and Blanca Miller, an 
instructional assistant professor at MCN.
“This was a wonderful experience for these students, and 
we are grateful for the support from Sue Albee at the McLean 
County Health Department, 
McLean County Coroner Beth 
Kimmerling, and Stephanie Coram 
at OSF St. Joseph Medical Center for helping us make this a success-
ful experience,” said Catherine Miller, principal investigator for the 
PROUD grant.
MCN plans to offer nursing summer camps in 2014 and 2015. 
For more information about the camps or PROUD Project Team, call 
(309) 438-1820.
The PROUD nurse camp is just one aspect of ongoing diversity 
initiatives at MCN, funded from a $1.1 million, three-year grant from 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Administered 
through the department’s Health Resources Services Administration 
and Nursing Workforce Diversity, the grant is geared toward increas-
ing the number of registered nurses from disadvantaged or  
underrepresented backgrounds.
PROUD  
Project Team
Jean Ann Dargatz, M.S.E.’04—
project coordinator
Elaine Hardy, Ph.D., RN—
faculty project consultant
Julie Kennedy, B.S.N. ’07, RN—
graduate assistant
Janet Krejci, Ph.D., RN—dean 
Blanca Miller, M.S.N., RN—
faculty for academic 
enhancement
H. Catherine Miller, Ed.D., RN, 
CNE—project director
Olanna Pullen ’97, M.S.E. 
’07—outreach coordinator
John Russell, B.S.N., RN—
graduate assistant
Angel Seal—special projects 
assistant
Scavenger hunt on campus
Learning to take basic vitals
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Publications/Intellectual  
contributions
July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013
Aaron, Charlene S., assistant professor
Harris, M., Mayo, A., Balas, M. C., Aaron, C. S., and 
Buron, B. (2013). “Trends and Opportunities in 
Geropsychiatric Nursing: Enhancing Practice Through 
Specialization and Interprofessional Education.” Journal 
of Nursing Education, 5(26), 317-322.
Astroth, Kim M., assistant professor
Welch, J., Astroth, K. M., Perkins, S., Johnson, C., 
Connelly, K. H., Siek, K. and Jones, J. (2013). “A Pilot 
Study Examining a Mobile Application for Self-
Monitoring Diet and Fluid Intake.” Research in Nursing 
and Health, 36(3), 284-298.
Kerber, C. S., Hickey, K., Astroth, K. M., and Kim, 
MJ (2012). “Gambling Behaviors and Perceived 
Health Among Incarcerated Older Adults.” Journal of 
Psychosocial Nursing and Mental Health Services,50(8), 
33-39.
Connelly, K., Siek, K., Chaudry, B., Jones, J., Astroth, K. 
M., and Welch, J. (2012). “An Offline Mobile Nutrition 
Monitoring Intervention for Varying-Literacy Patients 
Receiving Hemodialysis: A Pilot Study Examining 
Usage and Usability.” Journal of The American Medical 
Informatics Association, 19(5), 705-712.
Dyck, Mary J., associate professor
Dyck, M. J. and Schumacher, J. R. (2013). “Weight 
Loss Prevention in Frail Elders: Use of Evidence-Based 
Organizational Strategies.” Annals of Long-Term Care, 
21(5), 24-30.
Dyck, M. J. (2012). “What Is Assisted Living?” Healthy 
Cells, 7(7), 18. 
Dyck, M. J., and Schwindenhammer, T. (2012). “Quality 
Improvement in Nursing Homes.” D.P. Schoenfelder 
(Series Ed.), Series on Evidence-Based Practice 
Guidelines, The University of Iowa College of Nursing 
John A. Hartford Foundation Center of Geriatric 
Nursing Excellence.
Jenkins, Sheryl D., associate professor
Lindsey, P. and Jenkins, S. D. (2013). “Nursing 
Students’ Clinical Judgment Regarding Rapid Response: 
The Influence of a Clinical Simulation Education 
Intervention.” Nursing Forum, 48(1), 61- 70.
Jenkins, S. D., Kerber, C. S., and Woith, W. L. (2013). 
“An Intervention to Promote Civility Among Nursing 
Students.” Nursing Education Perspectives, 34(2), 
95-100.
Woith, W. L., Jenkins, S. D., and Kerber, C.S. (2013). 
“The Impact of a Journal Club Intervention on Student 
Perceptions and Behaviors Regarding Academic 
Dishonesty.” The Journal of Nursing Education and 
Practice, 3(3), 27-34.
Woith, W. L., Jenkins, S. D., Kerber, C. S. (2012). 
“Perceptions of Academic Integrity Among Nursing 
Students.” Nursing Forum, 47(4), 253-259.
Kennell, Lynn Canal S., instructional assistant 
professor
Kohtz, C., Gowda, C., White, J., Kennell, L. S., 
and Stockert, P. (2012). “The Use of Web 2.0 
Technologies.” Nurse Educator, 37(4), 162-167.
Kerber, Cynthia S., assistant professor
Woith, W. L., Jenkins, S. D., and Kerber, C. S. (2012). 
“Perceptions of Academic Integrity Among Nursing 
Students.” Nursing Forum, 47(4), 253-259.
Kerber, C. S., Hickey, K., Astroth, K. M., and Kim, 
MJ. (2012). “Gambling Behaviors and Perceived 
Health Among Incarcerated Older Adults.” Journal of 
Psychosocial Nursing and Mental Health Services, 50(8), 
33-39.
Jenkins, S. D., Kerber, C. S., and Woith, W. L. (2013). 
“An Intervention to Promote Civility Among Nursing 
Students.” Nursing Education Perspectives, 34(2), 
95-100.
Woith, W. L., Jenkins, S. D., and Kerber, C. S. (2013). 
“The Impact of a Journal Club Intervention on Student 
Perceptions and Behaviors Regarding Academic 
Dishonesty.” The Journal of Nursing Education and 
Practice, 3(3), 1-8.
Kerber, C. S. (2013). “Pathological Gambling 
Among Older Adults: Factors That Increase Risk” 
(Abstract). Journal of Behavioral Addictions, 
2(suppl.1),17.
Kim, MyoungJin, assistant professor
Kim, MJ and Mallory, C. M. (2013). “Statistics for 
Evidence-Based Practice in Nursing.” Jones and Bartlett 
Publication.
Hayat, J. H., Eckardt, P., Higgins, M., Kim, MJ, and 
Schmiege, S. (2013). “Teaching Statistics to Nursing 
Students: An Expert Panel Consensus.” Journal of 
Nursing Education, 52(6), 330-334.
Taylor, S., Ishida, C., Mulligan, J., and Kim, MJ (2012). 
“Measuring Disconfirmation in Satisfaction Research 
Considering a Latent Variable Approach.” Consumer 
Satisfaction, Dissatisfaction and Complaining Behavior 
Conference, 51- 55.
Kerber, C. S., Hickey, K., Astroth, K. M., and Kim, 
MJ (2012). “Gambling Behaviors and Perceived 
Health Among Incarcerated Older Adults.” Journal of 
Psychosocial Nursing and Mental Health Services, 50(8), 
33-39.
Kossman, S. P., Bonney, L. A., and Kim, MJ (2012). 
“EHR Tools’ Support of Nurses’ Clinical Judgment 
and Team Communication.” International Congress on 
Nursing Informatics Proceedings, 577.
Kossman, Susan P., associate professor
Kossman, S. P., Bonney, L. A., and Kim, MJ (2012). 
“EHR Tools’ Support of Nurses’ Clinical Judgment 
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and Team Communication.” International Congress on 
Nursing Informatics Proceedings, 577.
Krejci, Janet W., dean and professor
Xianqiong, F, Bobay, K., Krejci, J.W., and McCormick, 
B.L. (2012). “Factors Associated With Nurses’ 
Perceptions of Patient Safety Culture in China: A Cross-
Sectional Survey Study.” Journal of Evidence-based 
Medicine, 5(2), 50-6.
Mallory, Caroline M., associate dean of 
Research, graduate program coordinator, and 
professor
Kim, MJ, and Mallory, C. M. (2013). “Statistics for 
Evidence-Based Practice in Nursing.” Jones and Bartlett 
Publication.
Reitz, O. Ed, assistant professor
Reitz, O.E., and Anderson, M. (2013). “A Comparison 
of Survey Methods in Studies of the Nurse 
Workforce.” Nurse Researcher, 20(4), 22-27.
Woith, Wendy L., associate professor
Woith, W. L., Jenkins, S. D., and Kerber, C. S. (2012). 
“Perceptions of Academic Integrity Among Nursing 
Students.” Nursing Forum, 47(4), 253-259.
Jenkins, S. D., Kerber, C. S., and Woith, W. L. (2013). 
“An Intervention to Promote Civility Among Nursing 
Students.” Nursing Education Perspectives, 34(2), 
95-100.
Woith, W. L., Jenkins, S. D., and Kerber, C. S. (2013). 
“The Impact of a Journal Club Intervention on Student 
Perceptions and Behaviors Regarding Academic 
Dishonesty.” The Journal of Nursing Education and 
Practice, 3(3), 27-34.
Presentations
June 1, 2012–July 30, 2013
Aaron, Charlene S., assistant professor
Aaron, C. S., Alzheimer’s Association Greater Illinois 
Chapter, “Self-Management of Diabetes in Older 
African American Women Caregivers of persons With 
Dementia,” Decatur. (June 2013).
Aaron, C. S., Gerontological Society of America 
Annual Conference, “Self-Management of Diabetes in 
African American Women Caregivers of Persons with 
Dementia,” San Diego. (November 2012).
Aaron, C. S., “Geropsychiatric Nursing Competency 
Enhancements: Navigating the Competency Maze—
Geropsychiatric Nursing and Interprofessional 
Collaborative Practice,” San Diego. (November 2012).
Aaron, C. S., National Black Nurses Association, “Self-
Management of Diabetes in African American Women 
Caregivers of Persons With Dementia,” Orlando, 
Florida. (July 2012).
Akins III, Isaac T., associate director  
of technology 
Akins III, I. T.  Education Management Solutions 
Arcadia Summit, “Building Our Simulation Center: A 
Marriage of Nursing and IT,” Texas Tech University, 
Lubbock, Texas. (August 2012).
Astroth, Kim M., assistant professor
Stenger, D., and Astroth, K. M., Quality and 
Safety Education for Nurses 2013 National Forum, 
“Building a Quality Graduate Nurse With a Quality 
and Safety Education for Nurses Foundation,” paper 
presentation, Atlanta. (May 2013).
Astroth, K. M., Russell, C., and Welch, J., National 
Kidney Foundation 2013 Spring Clinical Meeting, 
“Non-Pharmaceutical Fatigue Interventions in Adults 
Receiving Hemodialysis: A Systematic Review,” poster 
presentation, Orlando, Florida. (April, 2013).
Garcia C., Kerber, C. S., Woith, W. L., Kim, MJ, Astroth, 
K. M., and Dyck, M. J., Midwest Nursing Research 
Society, “Functional Status of Older Adults After Hip 
Fracture: An Integrative Review,” Chicago. (March 
2013).
Haras, M. and Astroth, K. M., Midwest Nursing 
Research Society, “A Measure of Nephrology Nurse 
Perceptions Toward Advance Care Planning,” poster 
presentation, Chicago. (March 2013).
Woith, W. L., Jenkins, S. D., Astroth, K. M., Hesson-
McInnis, M., and Kennedy, J., Midwest Nursing 
Research Society, “Measurement of Facilitators and 
Barriers to Nurses’ Activation of Rapid Response 
Team,” Chicago. (March 2013).
Jenkins, S. D., Astroth, K. M., and Woith, W. L., 
Sigma Theta Tau International Conference, “Factors 
Influencing Nurses’ Decision-Making in Rapid Response 
Activation,” Indianapolis. (2013).
Buck, Kim A., instructional assistant professor
Kossman, S. P., Kelly, S. A., Malinowski, C. J., Buck, K. 
A., and Mool, J. M., International Nursing Simulation/
Learning Resource Centers Conference, “Development 
of an Evidence-Based, Research-Generating Nursing 
Simulation Lab Program,” paper presentation, Las 
Vegas. (June 2013).
Kossman, S. P., Kelly, S. A., Malinowski, C. J, Buck, K. 
A., and Mool, J. M., Midwest Nursing Research Society, 
“Developing an Evidence-Based, Research-Generating 
Nursing Simulation Lab Program,” paper presentation, 
Chicago. (March 2013).
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Clemens, Dianne L., instructional  
assistant professor
Clemens, D. L., Illinois Women’s Health Conference, 
“What Everyone Needs to Understand About 
Psychotropic Drugs,” Springfield. (December 2012). 
Dyck, Mary J., associate professor
Dyck, M. J., Life Services Network Annual Conference, 
“Procedures: Let’s Get Them Done!: Part 2,” Chicago. 
(May 2013).
Dyck, M. J., Life Services Network, “Procedures: Let’s 
Get Them Done!: Part 1,” webinar. (January 2013).
Garcia, C., Kerber, C. S., Woith, W. L., Kim, MJ, Astroth, 
K. M., Dyck, M. J., and Midwest Nursing Research 
Society, “Functional Status of Older Adults After Hip 
Fracture: An Integrative Review,” Chicago. (March 
2013).
Hardy, Elaine C., assistant professor
Dixon, H. (presenter), Hardy, E. C. (author), Balistreri, 
A. (author), Wheeler, A. (author), Midwest Nursing 
Research Society, “Bridging the Mentoring Gap 
Between Professional Staff Nurses and Nursing 
Students,” Chicago. (March 2013).
Jenkins, Sheryl D., associate professor
Jenkins, S. D. Midwest Nursing Research Society, 
“Measurement of Facilitators and Barriers to Nurses’ 
Activation of Rapid Response Teams,” Chicago. (March 
2013).
Jenkins, S. D. Midwest Nursing Research Society, 
“Methodological Issues in Cross-Cultural Research: 
Thailand,” Chicago. (March 2013).
Jenkins, S. D., Astroth, K. M., and Woith, W. L., 
Sigma Theta Tau International Conference, “Factors 
Influencing Nurses’ Decision-Making in Rapid Response 
Activation,” Indianapolis. (2013).
Woith, W. L., Jenkins, S. D., Astroth, K. M., Hesson-
McInnis, M., and Kennedy, J., Midwest Nursing 
Research Society, “Measurement of Facilitators and 
Barriers to Nurses’ Activation of Rapid Response 
Team,” Chicago. (March 2013).
Kelly, Sheri A., instructional assistant professor
Kossman, S. P., Kelly, S. A., Malinowski, C. J., Buck, K. 
A., and Mool, J. M., International Nursing Simulation/
Learning Resource Centers Conference, “Development 
of an Evidence-Based, Research-Generating Nursing 
Simulation Lab Program,” paper presentation, Las 
Vegas. (June 2013).
Kossman, S. P., Kelly, S. A., Malinowski, C. J., Buck, K. 
A., and Mool, J. M., Midwest Nursing Research Society, 
“Developing an Evidence-Based, Research-Generating 
Nursing Simulation Lab Program,” paper presentation, 
Chicago. (March 2013).
Kennell, Lynn Canal S., instructional  
assistant professor
Kennell, L. S., College of Education “Poverty and Its 
Impact on Health and Development,” Illinois State 
University, Normal. (January 2013).
Kerber, Cynthia S., assistant professor
Kerber, C. S., International Council of Behavioral 
Addiction, “Pathological Gambling Among Older 
Adults: Factors That Increase Risk,” paper presentation, 
Budapest, Hungary. (March 2013).
Garcia, C., Kerber, C S., Woith, W. L., Kim, MJ, Astroth, 
K. M., and Dyck, M. J., Midwest Nursing Research 
Society, “Functional Status of Older Adults After Hip 
Fracture: An integrative Review,” Chicago. (March 
2013).
Kim, MyoungJin, assistant professor
Hayat, M. J., Eckardt, P., Higgins, M., Kim, MJ, and 
Schmiege, S., 2013 U.S. Conference on Teaching 
Statistics, “Teaching Statistics to Nursing Students: An 
Expert Panel Consensus,” poster presentation, Raleigh-
Durham, North Carolina. (May 2013). 
Valerio, T. D., Kim, MJ, and Sexton-Radek, K., 
SLEEP 2013 27th Annual Meeting of the Associated 
Professional Sleep Societies LLC, “Association of 
Sleep Quality to Health Behaviors, Functioning, and 
Information Among U.S. College Students,” poster 
presentation, Baltimore. (June 2013).
Garcia, C., Kerber, C. S., Woith, W. L., Kim, MJ, Astroth, 
K. M., and Dyck, M. J., Midwest Nursing Research 
Society, “Functional Status of Older Adults After Hip 
Fracture: An Integrative Review,” Chicago. (March 
2013).
Hickey, K., Kerber, C. S., Kim, MJ, Astroth, K. M., and 
Schlenker, E., Midwest Nursing Research Society, 
“Statistics for Evidence-Based Practice in Nursing,” 
Chicago. (March 2013).
Kim, MJ, American Statistics Association, Joint 
Statistical Meeting, “Investigating Statistical 
Preparedness of Nursing Graduates for the Workplace,” 
San Diego. (August 2012).
Kossman, Susan P., associate professor
Kossman, S. P., Kelly, S. A., Malinowski, C. J., Buck, K. 
A., and Mool, J. M., 12th Annual International Nursing 
Simulation/Learning Resource Centers Conference, 
“Development of an Evidence-Based, Research-
Generating Nursing Simulation Lab Program,” paper 
presentation, Las Vegas. (June 2013).
Kossman, S. P., Kelly, S. A., Malinowski, C. J., Buck, K. 
A., and Mool, J. M., MNRS Conference, “Developing 
an Evidence-Based, Research-Generating Nursing 
Simulation Lab Program,” paper presentation, Chicago. 
(March 2013).
Howard, A., Kossman, S. P., Stapleton, S. J., MNRS 
Conference, “Evidence Based Clinical Simulation 
Program Objectives,” M.S.N. student poster 
presentation, Chicago. (March 2013). 
Braker, L., Kossman, S. P., MNRS Conference, “Utility 
of EHR Tools to Nurses’ Clinical Judgment and Team 
Communication,” B.S.N. student poster presentation, 
Chicago. (March 2013). 
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Krejci, Janet W., dean and professor
Krejci, J.W., Illinois State alumni presentation, “Update 
From Mennonite College of Nursing and Illinois State 
University,” Minneapolis. (June, 2013)
Krejci, J.W., Robert Wood Johnson Fellows Partners in 
Nursing, “Collaboration: Findings From the Qualitative 
Study,” Springfield. (January 18, 2013). 
Krejci, J.W., Multicultural Leadership Development 
Program, “Systems Thinking for Leaders,” Bloomington. 
(December 8, 2012). 
Krejci, J.W., Robert Wood Johnson Fellows Partners in 
Nursing, “Creating a Nursing Leadership Fellowship in 
Illinois,” Springfield. (October 24, 2012). 
Krejci, J.W., Vision 2020 Summit, “Legislative 
Approaches to Advancing Nursing Education,” panel 
presentation, Springfield. (October 19, 2012). 
Krejci, J.W., Fennimore, J., Society for College and 
University Planning, North Central Region, “Simulation 
Technology and Pedagogy in Nursing,” poster 
presentation, Chicago. (October 9, 2012). 
Krejci, J.W., Fennimore, J., and Ramos, E., Society for 
College and University Planning, National Conference, 
“Developing an Integrated Educational Environment 
for Nursing,” Chicago. (July 8, 2012). 
Malin, Shelly, BroMenn Endowed Professor
Malin, S., American Public Health Association Meeting, 
“Partnering for Children’s Health,” San Francisco. 
(October 2013). 
Malin, S., Advocate Health Care Nursing Research 
Symposium at Advocate Christ Medical Center, 
“Effective Evidence Based Practice and Research: 
Mentorship, What Does It Take?” Oak Lawn. (April 
2013).
Malinowski, Cynthia J., instructional  
assistant professor
Kossman, S. P., Kelly, S. A., Malinowski, C. J., Buck, K. 
A., and Mool, J. M., International Nursing Simulation/
Learning Resource Centers Conference, “Development 
of an Evidence-Based, Research-Generating Nursing 
Simulation Lab Program,” paper presentation, Las 
Vegas. (June 2013).
Kossman, S. P., Kelly, S. A., Malinowski, C. J., Buck, K. 
A., and Mool, J. M., Midwest Nursing Research Society, 
“Developing an Evidence-Based, Research-Generating 
Nursing Simulation Lab Program,” paper presentation, 
Chicago. (March 2013).
Mool, Jennifer M., NSL coordinator
Kossman, S. P., Kelly, S. A., Malinowski, C. J., Buck, K. 
A., and Mool, J. M., International Nursing Simulation/
Learning Resource Centers Conference, “Development 
of an Evidence-Based, Research-Generating Nursing 
Simulation Lab Program,” paper presentation, Las 
Vegas. (June 2013).
Kossman, S. P., Kelly, S. A., Malinowski, C. J., Buck, K. 
A., and Mool, J. M., MNRS Conference, “Developing 
an Evidence-Based, Research-Generating Nursing 
Simulation Lab Program,” paper presentation, Chicago. 
(March 2013).
Pohl, Carla J., assistant professor
Pohl, C. J., Xi Pi Induction Ceremony, “Research in 
Action,” Illinois State University, Normal. (September 
2012).
Pohl, C. J., Midwest Nursing Research Society, 
“Barriers to Breastfeeding in an Urban Hispanic 
Population,” Chicago. (March 2013). 
Reitz, O. Ed, assistant professor
Reitz, O.E., Teaching Learning Symposium, “Academic 
Dishonesty in Distance Education in Nursing 
Programs,” Illinois State University, Normal. (2013).
Stapleton, Stephen J., assistant professor
Howard, A., Kossman and S. P., Stapleton, S. J., 
Midwest Nursing Research Society, “Evidence Based 
Clinical Simulation Program Objectives,” MSN student 
poster presentation, Chicago. (March 2013).
Stapleton, S. J., “Using Touch-Screen Computer 
Data-Collection programs with discharged emergency 
department patients,” Nashville, Tennessee. (March 
2013).
Stenger, Deb, instructional assistant professor
Stenger, D., and Astroth, K. M., Quality and 
Safety Education for Nurses 2013 National Forum, 
“Building a Quality Graduate Nurse With a Quality 
and Safety Education for Nurses Foundation,” paper 
presentation, Atlanta. (May 2013).
Valerio, Teresa D., assistant professor
Valerio, T. D., Kim, MJ, and Sexton-Radek, K., 
SLEEP 2013 27th Annual Meeting of the Associated 
Professional Sleep Societies LLC, “Association of 
Sleep Quality to Health Behaviors, Functioning, and 
Information Among U.S. College Students,” poster 
presentation, Baltimore. (June 2013).
Valerio, T. D., American Academy of Sleep Medicine, 
“The Future of Sleep Medicine and the Role of the 
Physician Assistants and Advanced Practice Nurses,” 
Darien. (October 2012).
Valerio, T. D., American Academy of Sleep Medicine, 
“3 Key Challenges in Managing Chronic Insomnia in 
Adults,” Darien. (October 2012).
Valerio, T. D., Cornbelt Health Educator’s Association, 
“‘Needs to Know’ About Sleep,” Bloomington. (October 
2012).
Wilson, Denise D., professor
Wilson, D. D., Center for Teaching, Learning, and 
Technology at Illinois State University, “Building 
Strengths Out of Weaknesses: A Collaborative 
Approach,” Normal (January 2013).
Wilson, D. D., Illinois Women’s Health Conference at 
the Illinois Department of Public Health, “Women and 
Diabetes,” Springfield. (December 2012).
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Woith, Wendy L., assistant professor
Jenkins, S. D., Astroth, K. M., and Woith, W. L., 
Sigma Theta Tau International Conference, “Factors 
Influencing Nurses’ Decision-Making in Rapid Response 
Activation,” Indianapolis. (2013).
Woith, W. L., Jenkins, S. D., Astroth, K. M., Hesson-
McInnis, M., and Kennedy, J., Midwest Nursing 
Research Society, “Measurement of Facilitators and 
Barriers to Nurses’ Activation of Rapid Response 
Team,” Chicago. (March 2013).
Garcia, C., Kerber, C. S., Woith, W. L., Kim, MJ, Astroth, 
K. M., and Dyck, M. J., Midwest Nursing Research 
Society, “Functional Status of Older Adults After Hip 
Fracture: An Integrative Review,” Chicago. (March 
2013).
Woith, W. L., Bykova, A., and Abdulrehman, M. 
(author and presenter), International Union Against 
Tuberculosis and Lung Disease’s 43rd World Conference 
on Lung Health, “A Photovoice Intervention to Promote 
Infection Control Among Russian Health Care Workers,” 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. (2012).
Jenkins, S. D., Astroth, K. M., and Woith, W. L., 
Sigma Theta Tau International Conference, “Factors 
Influencing Nurses’ Decision-Making in Rapid Response 
Activation,” Indianapolis (2013).
Contracts, grants, and  
sponsored research
June 1, 2012–July 30, 2013
Aaron, Charlene S., assistant professor
Aaron, C. S. “Competing Demands for Self-
Management of Diabetes in African American Women 
Caregivers of Persons With Dementia,” sponsored by 
STTI Xi Pi, $1,000. (June 30, 2013–June 29, 2014). 
Astroth, Kim M., assistant professor
Astroth, K. M., “A Measure of Nephrology Nurse 
Perceptions Toward Advance Care Planning,” sponsored 
by the America Nephrology Nurses Association, $5,000. 
(April 19, 2013). 
Jenkins, S. D. (Co-PI), Astroth, K. M. (PI), and Woith, 
W. L. (Co-PI), “Facilitators and Barriers to Nurses’ 
Activation of Rapid Response Teams,” sponsored by 
STTI Xi Pi, $2,000. (July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013).
Gabrielson, Marcena L., assistant professor
Kim, MJ (Co-PI) and Gabrielson, M. L. (PI), “An 
Intervention Aimed at Impacting Nursing Faculty 
Teaching and Learning and Nursing Student Learning 
Regarding Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender 
Health Issues,” sponsored by SoTL Small Grant 
Program, Illinois State University, $3,500. (July 1, 
2012–June 30, 2013).
Jenkins, Sheryl D., assistant professor
Jenkins, S. D. (Co-PI), Astroth, K. M. (PI), and Woith, 
W. L. (Co-PI), “Facilitators and Barriers to Nurses’ 
Activation of Rapid Response Teams,” sponsored by 
STTI Xi Pi, $2,000. (July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013).
Kim, MyoungJin, assistant professor
Kim, MJ and Gabrielson, M. L., “An Intervention Aimed 
at Impacting Nursing Faculty Teaching and Learning 
and Nursing Student Learning Regarding Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual and Transgender Health Issues.,” sponsored 
by SoTL Small Grant Program, Illinois State University, 
$3,500.00. (July 1, 2012 - June 30, 2013).
Kim, MJ and Park, SB (PI). “Can Sport and Culture 
Become Legitimate Factors in Enhancing Nation’s 
Brand?” Funded by the Academy of Korean studies. 
$15,000.00 (July 1, 2012 – June 30, 2013).
Kim, MJ (Co-PI), Valerio, T. (PI), and Sexton-Radek, K. 
(Co-PI), “The Association of Self-Rated Sleep Quality 
to Behaviors, Functioning, and Health Information in 
a National Sample of U.S. College Students From 2008 
to 2011,” sponsored by Mennonite College of Nursing, 
Illinois State University, $4,053.98. (July 1, 2012–June 
30, 2013).
Kossman, Susan P., associate professor
Stapleton, S. J. and Kossman, S. P., “The feasibility 
and Acceptability of a Touch-Screen Computer Data 
Collection Program in Discharged ED Patients,” 
sponsored by Emergency Nurses Association-
Foundation, private, $5,000. (January 1, 2013–
December 31, 2013). 
Miller, H. Catherine, associate dean  
of academics
Wilson, D. D., Miller, H. C. (PI), “Nursing Workforce 
Diversity Grant,” sponsored by HRSA (Health Resources 
and Services Administration), federal, $1,110,526. (July 
1, 2012–June 30, 2015).
Reitz, O. Ed, assistant professor
Reitz, O. E. (PI), “Nurse Retention and Job 
Embeddedness in Long Term Care,” sponsored by 
Illinois State University, $4,053.97. (July 1, 2012–June 
30, 2013).
Stapleton, Stephen J., assistant professor
Stapleton, S. J., “ED Pain Management and Post-
Discharge Pain Outcomes,” sponsored by Research and 
Sponsored Programs, Illinois State University, $4,500. 
(February 5, 2013–December 31, 2013).
Stapleton, S. J., and Kossman, Susan P., “The 
Feasibility and Acceptability of a Touch-Screen 
Computer Data Collection Program in Discharged ED 
Patients,” sponsored by Emergency Nurses Association-
Foundation, $5,000. (January 1, 2013–December 31, 
2013).
Valerio, Teresa D., assistant professor
Kim, MJ (Co-PI), Valerio, T. D. (PI), Sexton-Radek, K. 
(Co-PI), “The Association of Self-Rated Sleep Quality 
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to behaviors, Functioning, and Health Information in a 
National Sample of U.S. College Students From 2008 
to 2011,” sponsored by Mennonite College of Nursing, 
Illinois State University, $4,053.98. (July 1, 2012–June 
30, 2013).
Wilson, Denise D., professor
Wilson, D. D. and Miller, H. C. (PI), “Nursing Workforce 
Diversity Grant,” sponsored by HRSA, federal, 
$1,110,526. (July 1, 2012 - June 30, 2015).
Wilson, D. D. (PI), “Expanding the Primary Care 
Workforce Through AENT Traineeships,” sponsored by 
HRSA, $698,629. (September 1, 2012–June 30, 2014).
Woith, Wendy L., assistant professor
Jenkins, S. D. (Co-PI), Astroth, K. M. (PI), and Woith, 
W. L. (Co-PI), “Facilitators and Barriers to Nurses’ 
Activation of Rapid Response Teams,” sponsored by 
STTI Xi Pi, $2,000. (July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013).
Awards and Honors
July 1, 2012–June 30, 2013
Akins III, Isaac T., associate director  
of technology 
Education Management Solutions (EMS) Simulation 
Champion, Education Management Solutions (2013)
Dargatz, Jean Ann, assistant to the dean, 
PROUD project coordinator
Leadership Initiative Cohort, Illinois State University 
(2012)
Jenkins, Sheryl D., assistant 
professor
Research Initiative Award, 
Illinois State University (2013)
Graduate Program Teaching 
Excellence Award, Mennonite 
College of Nursing (2012)
Nominee, Illinois Board of 
Higher Education Nurse 
Educator Award, Illinois Board 
of Higher Education (2012)
Kennell, Lynn Canal S., instructional  
assistant professor
Outstanding University Teaching Award (Category 2), 
Center for Teaching, Learning, and Technology, Illinois 
State University (2013)
Finalist in Teaching Excellence Award, Mennonite 
College of Nursing (2012)
Kerber, Cynthia S., assistant professor
Book of the Year Award—two categories, American 
Journal of Nursing (2012)
Kim, MyoungJin, assistant professor
Nominated for Research Initiative Award, Illinois State 
University (2012)
Nominated for Teaching Initiative Award, Illinois State 
University (2012)
Kossman, Susan P., associate professor
Meridean Maas Faculty Research Mentor Award (2012)
Dr. Kathleen A. Hogan Faculty Development Award 
(2012)
Krejci, Janet W., dean and professor
Leadership America Fellow (2012)
Miller, H. Catherine, associate dean  
for academics 
Leadership Initiative Cohort, Illinois State University 
(2012)
Mollenhauer, Janeen, assistant dean for the 
office of student and faculty services
Nominated for Adjunct Faculty Member of the Year—
Heartland Community College (2000–2001) 
Stapleton, Stephen J., assistant professor 
2013 Nurse Educator Fellowship, Illinois Board of 
Higher Education (2013)
Valerio, Teresa D., assistant professor 
State Award for Excellence, American Association of 
Nurse Practitioners (2013)
Research and Sponsored Programs Travel Award, 
Illinois State University (2012)
Wilson, Denise D., professor 
Graduate Program Teaching Excellence Award, 
Mennonite College of Nursing at Illinois State 
University (2013)
Outstanding University Teacher Award (Category 1), 
Illinois State University (2013)
Winfrey-Richman, Heather, assistant to  
the associate dean and academics  
special project manager
Outstanding Alumni Advisor, Illinois State University 
Fraternity and Sorority Life (2012)
Sheryl Jenkins, Denise Wilson, and Lynn Kennell
Proud grant team
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Renewed Funding Received for America’s Promise School 
Project from State Farm companies foundation
A unique partnership developed between MCN and Bloomington-Normal school district admin-
istrators, school nurses, parents, and children as we designed, piloted, and implemented a new 
approach to educating undergraduate nursing students using a school as the primary learning 
site for both pediatric and public health courses. With 
funding from State Farm Companies Foundation to sup-
port development of a mutually beneficial partnership 
the America’s Promise School Project was born!
Beginning in fall 2011 faculty at the college reached 
out to partner with public schools to design new learn-
ing experiences in a nontraditional health setting. Our 
goal was and is to do this in a manner that meets identi-
fied health needs of children and teens, especially those 
from low-income households. We are pleased to report 
success and have expanded the model to three high 
schools and eight elementary schools.  
The learning experiences for nursing students are designed to assist schools in meeting the 
health needs of children in the community. One example includes a strong focus on oral health, 
as this is one of the top three health needs for children in McLean County. Oral health was, and 
will continue to be, a focus in all schools with nursing students working closely with faculty and 
school nurses to provide developmentally appropriate oral health education to students in the 
classroom at the elementary schools and high schools. Screening was conducted for the first 
time in 10 years at Bloomington High School with 70 teens participating and receiving critically 
important dental health services. This support has helped students in 
need stay in school and stay focused on their studies. The long-term 
goal is to ensure our services fill a critical community need and ulti-
mately result in a well-educated workforce.
A feasibility study was designed and conducted in spring 2013 to 
examine the impact of adding a toothbrushing activity in school to stan-
dardize oral health education for first grade students. The first graders 
loved brushing their teeth in school, and we learned from the teachers 
involved in the study how to “set” this activity for success in the midst 
of a busy school day. We are conducting a study of this intervention in 
multiple schools in 2013–2014.
Professional development for school nurses became a focus as we entered in the partnership. 
We conducted two successful School Nurse Summer Institute Conferences, one each year of 
the project. The conferences were well attended, and we are in the midst of planning the third 
Annual School Nurse Summer Institute.
Three faculty members and a graduate student had abstracts accepted and presented four 
papers at the 141st Annual American Public Health Association Meeting and Expo held in 
Boston in November 2013. 
The work would not be possible with-
out the generous support of State Farm 
Companies Foundation, which renewed its 
support for 2013-2015.
This project, led by Shelly Malin, Ph.D., 
RN, includes faculty and staff from the 
college as well as school nurses from both 
school districts and a nurse leader from 
the McLean County Health Department. 
Assistant Dean of the Undergraduate 
Program Dianne Clemens has been instru-
mental in integrating the logistics of this 
innovative project into our B.S.N. program.
Project Team 
Shelly Malin, Ph.D., RN—project director
Susan Albee, B.S.N. ’95, RN—McLean County Health Department
Mary Cranston, M.S.N., RN—clinical course leader
Lynn Kennell, M.S., RN—pediatric course leader
Susann Marcum, B.S.N., RN—school nurse, McLean County Unit District 5 
Michelle Mauer, B.S.N., RN—school nurse, Bloomington School District 87
Lindsay Otero, B.S.N. ’10, RN—graduate assistant
Yvette Pigman, B.S.N., RN—graduate assistant
Carla Pohl, D.N.P., CNM—assistant professor
Heather Winfrey-Richman ’00, academic special projects manager
Students teaching at a Bloomington High School Health Fair
It takes a team! Students with faculty member Mary 
Cranston and School nurse Jane Tucker
Mennonite College of Nursing
Campus Box 5810
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